
Changing What We Believe: The River of Fire Vision

King Jesus has been revealing to us that we need to correct our understanding of Kingdom matters. 
We need to change what we believe – about the Kingdom, about him, and about spiritual matters. 
This is a task that is essential for our victory in these last days. We must change what we believe 
and align ourselves with him. We must divest ourselves of any church teaching, Christian teaching, 
false scripture teaching which is not Kingdom truth.

Our belief system determines how we behave and function in life, so it is critical that we have 
Kingdom understanding because the world is moving further and further into dangerous end-time 
events.

To highlight the need for accuracy in our belief system, Shelly Mathis records a series of dreams 
she had about  the river  of  the Lord’s  fire.  This  has  been released on the Earth to  correct  our  
misunderstandings  so  we can  move  forward  correctly  and in  faith.  The  full  document  of  this 
revelation with her added interpretation is located at ft111.com/riveroffire.html. Here is an excerpt:

“In a dream, I found myself standing on the bank of a river of fire. A pathway of stepping  
stones  floated across  the  surface  of  the fiery  waves.  The stones  were  precious  stones  of  
various types and colors. I knew that I was to journey across through the river by walking on  
those stones. 
Then, I heard the Lord’s voice behind me saying, “This river of fire represents the various  
trials I have sent to test your faith. I find it needful to purify your faith from doubt and fear  
and to strengthen it through exercise. The precious stones represent the revelations that I will  
bring to you as you purpose to shed the unbelief and false concepts of Me. As the unbelief is  
consumed by the fire,  the revelations of truth will  lead you through the trials  in victory.  
Through the process, you will come to know Me as never before; you will possess a purified  
and genuine faith; and you will rejoice in the good brought about by the river of fire.”

“After the dream, I earnestly sought the Lord for further revelation about the river of fire. He  
answered in a vision:
I found myself standing on the bank of the river of fire, and I heard Him say, “The revelation  
you need for victory in the fire will  be revealed when you step out on the first  precious  
stone.”

“In the next vision, I saw the waves of fire growing from gentle river ripples to violent ocean  
breakers that absolutely engulfed me as I stood on the pillar of stone. As I continued to stand  
fast to the stone, the flames consumed the ropes of fear, doubt and unbelief – but, I was  
completely unharmed!”

“In the next vision, I was standing on the pillar of stone looking for Jesus in the raging  
breakers of fire. I finally gazed down at the pillar of stone and realized with relief and delight  
that it was Him! His right hand held my feet high and His left hand pointed the way to the  
next floating stepping stone that I was to step out on in the river of fire.
I obeyed and continued on. This process of understanding His revelation, stepping out on it  
in faith, realizing its validity, and knowing Him in a greater way repeated over and over  
again  as  I  journeyed through the  river  of  fire  –  from stone to  stone,  from revelation  to  
revelation, from liberty to liberty, from glory to glory.”

“The final vision was a bit overwhelming and is difficult to describe, but I will do my best to  
paint a picture with my words.
I saw the Lord's people rising above the ocean breakers of flame simultaneously as a mighty  

http://ft111.com/riveroffire.html


host. They were ascending in victory over the river of fire. As I beheld them, a golden hue  
emanated from each one. I knew it was the glory of a tried and purified faith. 
The ascension continued and I saw the pillars of stone (the revelations of Jesus) that held  
each person aloft; His revelation had proven to be true and enabled them to overcome. The  
ascension finished with a massive stone rising above the flames. The feet of the stone pillars  
of Jesus were one with this stone. It served as the strong foundation connecting all of the  
stone pillars (and the people standing upon them) together as one body. The giant rock was  
the Stone Foundation, Jesus Christ. I realized that this was the Stone Kingdom, as revealed  
to Daniel.
This glorious host was perfectly one with Jesus; He was united to each one personally while  
also uniting them together as one body in Him. The river of fire had transformed the people  
to look just like Jesus; they were the precious, living stones of His temple (2 Corinthians  
3:18). 
From heaven descended a capstone of glory, and it came to rest on the pillars. From this new  
spiritual height, each person began to operate in what I knew to be their Kingdom position,  
their gifting, their anointing, and their calling – in a purity and oneness with Jesus as never  
before seen on this earth in a corporate people. The seven colors of pure, holy light radiated  
from them like the stars.
When  the  hordes  of  Satan’s  army  rose  up  to  assault  them,  the  light  and  glory  of  God  
manifested through His people as fiery swords in their mouths and lightning rods from their  
right hands. They overcame...and GOD’S GLORY FILLED HIS TEMPLE!”
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